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I N T R O D U C T I O N 	   	  
	  

P S Y CH I C 	   LANDSCAPES : 	   	  
The	  Painted	  Language	  of	  Michal	  Sedaka	  Perry	  
	  
 

he mind’s imaginative life seeks symbolic expression constantly.  We invest our hopes, 
dreams, desires, and fears in various people, places, things, and activities.  Through our 
outlook on life and the way we regard the world, each of us seeks confirmation that what 

we believe is right and what we know is real. Michal Sedaka seeks inspiration and raw material 
for her paintings from her beliefs and ideas of life.  Sedaka’s paintings reveal a cultivated, 
questioning mind and a vision of life that embraces both the ennui and the profundity of 
existence.  
 
Born in Jerusalem in 1959, Sedaka graduated from the Avni Institute of Fine Art, Tel Aviv in 
1980.  Since 1990, Sedaka has lived in New York City, returning yearly to Tel Aviv to paint.  
Exploiting as it does aspects of both contemporary and past culture, Sedaka’s work of the last 
twenty years shows a complex balance between the aggressive contemporary art world of New 
York and the contemplative, old world culture of Israel, still vivid in her childhood memories of 
Jerusalem. In her looseness and expansive gestures, there is a psychic freedom and an emotive, 
expressive quality linking her work to Abstract Expressionism. Yet, she shares Rothko’s 
classicism and metaphysical suggestiveness as well as Lucien Freud’s uncompromising honesty 
and matter-of-fact observation.  
 
Sedaka very early saw the potential for 'psychic' qualities or parallels in both realistic and 
abstract paintings. In the early 1990s, her works hovered between painterly expressionist 
figuration and strong gestural abstraction.  In a series of paintings capturing the melancholy 
isolation of a solitary adult male figure, her uncle Shlomo, Sedaka achieved a balance between 
the static silent mood of her subject and the gestural cacophony of paint lavished abstractly 
across expanses of wall predominant in each canvas.  
 
From the Shlomo series, a 1993 painting entitled “White Lace” included a section of Shlomo’s 
dining table, with a swath of actual lace fabric collaged onto the surface of the painted table thus 
functioning as tablecloth, underlining the dichotomy implicit in painting – reality versus illusion, 
image versus meaning. In depicting external reality in her figurative works, Sedaka was not 
concerned with representing, as faithfully as possible, shapes and lines, color and light, objects 
and figures. She was more interested in the psychological mood portrayed by her images – how 
the exterior could talk about the interior. There was always a metaphorical dimension to the 
realistic paintings, and by the mid 1990s, pure abstraction would begin to serve as a mirror for a 
self in search of identity and truth.  
 
“White Lace” was to lend its name to an installation project eight years later in 2001.  Sedaka’s 
“White Lace” project consisted of visceral, raw expanses of canvas hung vertically like scrolls  – 
paintings which Sedaka called “Scrolls of Nothing.” Indeed, at first glance, the “Scrolls of 
Nothing” seem literally to have nothing to do with her previous figurative expressionism. By the 
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mid 1990s, her work was purely abstract. Yet through her abstraction in general, and her “Scrolls 
of Nothing” works in particular, Sedaka was able to interlace visual metaphors, themes and 
values of the past with those of the present.  Juxtaposed against soaring heights of flailing 
gestural, emotional painting, Sedaka introduces an intensive self-dialogue — an honest 
explication of the banalities of personal life, untidy thoughts, and everyday experience. 
 
The “Scrolls of Nothing” paintings consist of purely abstract, vertically hung unstretched 
expanses of canvas.  They incorporate angry passages of red paint – thick, complex, slashed, and 
cutting across multiple panels nearly eleven feet in height.  The “scrolls” include panels further 
pummeled with red  “stabs” of paint which drip trails of pigment not unlike bullet holes on a wall 
of flesh.  These works communicate loudly, boldly, abstractly, and they cannot be ignored. 
Furthermore, they offer up passages of text to communicate also through the written word, lest 
we misunderstand the work’s intent. 
 
In the “Scrolls of Nothing,” the text functions on many levels.  Aesthetically, Sedaka’s words 
appear as a field of calligraphic pattern, lacelike in its complex repetition of form. And as a 
potential key to further interpretation, the introduction of text implies to the viewer the potential 
for greater understanding, a kind of direct literal reference being offered up. However, the 
language in which Sedaka’s texts are written is her native Hebrew, and for a majority of those 
who see these paintings, Sedaka’s written words remain indecipherable, mysterious and elusive.  
 
When one reads the translations of the artist’s words, we find Sedaka indulging in recording 
every thought that enters her mind. A kind of “psycho-babble” mind chatter emerges in which 
complex, ambivalent, and ironic references paint a written picture of ordinariness.  Sedaka 
explains, 
 

“It is coming from a certain approach; it is trying to describe a situation. It is a 
conscious psychological approach to visualize in words what life is – in the end, life 
ends up as a concept . . . The talk is the way our minds work inside . . . this is the inner 
reality – this is what a person is, and this is what I am.” 

 
The artist is questioning concepts for which few have answers: What is happiness? Where is 
love? Why do I feel worthless? Why am I searching for meaning? What will happen in the 
future? Why am I always afraid something bad will happen? Why do I have these thoughts? 
Sedaka’s text serves as a seminal direct link to understanding her thought processes and the 
metaphoric weight of the almost-frantic accompanying “Scrolls of Nothing” panels. 
 
SWIMMING IN A RED OCEAN 
 

That strikingly ordinary element of Sedaka’s paintings  – the stream of consciousness “psycho-
babble” self-talk  – is a conceptual construct Sedaka employs to ignite perceptual connections.  
Through an examination of her mundane thoughts, fears, and ideas, we are invited to investigate 
that narrow space where general information and individual perception exist simultaneously.    
 
In reading Sedaka’s words, we begin to glimpse her search to understand the content and very 
meaning of contemporary life. The text in “Scrolls of Nothing 1” makes several reference to 
“roses” – a loaded abstract image which Sedaka began to first explore in separate large scale 
works during 1999. In Sedaka’s “Scrolls of Nothing 1” text, she writes:  
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“ . . . One that will take a look at this black scroll might think that something is written 
here . . . The name of the show is ROSES – one word in English . . . could I find a 
purpose to live for and what will happen to my roses? . . . please, “kids,” would you 
mind waiting? I really mean it; I meant it also when I was in second grade.  I thought 
somebody is waiting for me. I took everything seriously, maybe this is the second half 
of my soul that I didn’t find yet – My Roses . . .”  

 
The “roses” of Sedaka’s text remain enigmatic, both as written references and as visual images.  
Perhaps as metaphors for the duality of all things – for beauty and pain, happiness and sadness, 
life and death – Sedaka first introduced her roses in expansive cascading passages of pattern in 
paintings begun in 1999.  
 

“Yes, it is not a happy bed of roses.  Whatever one sees is fine. It is bloody, it is bloody, 
but it is roses.  It is contradiction.  As a whole, what seems like opposites is one and the 
same . . .” 

 
Visually represented by staccato red dabs of pigment that drip vertically down the canvas like 
meandering tendrils of blood, Sedaka’s “roses” become provocative, emotional images. The 
visual memory of a field of roses – whether experienced by the artist first hand or in a 
photographic reproduction – served as the source material for the introduction of these abstract 
passages. Fragile and ephemeral, these fields of long-stemmed red roses are at once evocations 
of transient beauty as well as elegiac images of unexpected suffering. We are swimming in 
Sedaka’s “red ocean” metaphor for life.   
 
ORDINARY CHAOS 

“We live in illusion 
And the appearance of things. 
There is a reality. 
We are that reality. 
When you understand this, 
You see that you are nothing. 
And being nothing, 
You are everything. 
That is all.” 

— Tibetan Buddhist Lama Kalu Rinpoche  
      (1905-1989), teacher of the present Dalai Lama  

 
Thinking is an often-unconscious continuous activity. Like the impermanence of clouds in the 
sky, incessant thought drifts through our minds, obscuring our focus, hiding what is real, and 
preoccupying us with minutiae, before disappearing. Sedaka shares with us the ongoing thoughts 
which come into her mind, which occupy every waking moment, which accompany each of us as 
we go about the business of living — words with no specific message, other than the 
ordinariness, the sameness and the minutiae of both nothing and everything which we all have in 
common.  
 
Sedaka’s paintings express, through her abstract vocabulary, a psychic landscape of thought — 
its illusions, dualities, and ordinariness. As the visual equivalent of automatic unconscious 
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activity, her activated brushstrokes distill the energy of restless, fragmented thought into ordinary 
chaos, part imagination, part surrounding world.  
 
VESTIGIAL LANDSCAPE 
 
The paintings, for all their flailing, arcing gestures, saturated colors and passionate appeal, are 
abstracted landscapes of life  — restless, full of meaning, and yet elusive. The paintings become 
metaphors for Sedaka’s path of discovery.  Moving from the exterior toward the interior – from 
figurative depictions of people, places, facades and walls to abstracted fields of pure color and 
movement, both metaphoric and actual, gesturally abstract and emotionally visceral.  
 
If perceptual experience is constantly changing, Sedaka’s paintings reveal the artist working 
through her moments of conflict as well as occasional moments of epiphany.  As a result of this 
constant change, sometimes the paintings seem to appear like a world of chaos, and, at other 
times, the works spread their abstract marks eloquently, almost opening and admitting partial 
catches of landscape.  Although one may see chaos and sadness in some works, these same 
landscapes of psychic energized thought may also describe Sedaka’s rapture, when, having 
passed through a sea of confusion, the mere act of painting gives anchor to life’s 
unpredictability.  
 
Through the integration of perception, intuition and interpretation, Sedaka’s visual linkages – her 
private thoughts and their pictorial equivalent, her activated gestural brushwork integrated with 
passages of random writing, strong confident color delivering hesitant unsure thoughts – become 
fertile connections between the outer world of the finite, and the interior world of the infinite.  
 
Sedaka has learned to employ both the mundane and the sublime as vocabularies through which 
to communicate visually. As an expressionist painter, she is recording in her own language, the 
everlasting universe of things flowing through the mind – the materiality of ephemeral ideas with 
the physicality of paint.  And even though we may not be able to reach into the obscurest 
crevices of Michal Sedaka’s imagery and thought, the expressive intensity of these paintings 
haunts us with its cries and whispers, hopes and dreams.  
 
The latest works no longer resemble personal diaries of expression seeking the sublime in the 
debris of language, or oneiric images of subsumed conflict. Instead, they propose an epic 
resolution. Her raked agitation, scumbled markings and searching lines of the last decade have 
softened.  Pure color, saturated and brilliant, dances cohesively over these works with forceful, 
yet gentle control. Her Roses and Scrolls of Nothing, ambitious and powerful in concept, have 
been absorbed into a more meditative focus. These latest works no longer draw us to a place 
where art equivocates between nothing and everything, stillness and action, sorrow and song. 
Sedaka has tamed a metaphoric resonance in paintings that have finally stepped over the 
threshold of perception, and entered the bounty of lush psychic landscape. 
 

—  Wendy M. Blazier 
      Senior Curator 


